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6

Abstract7

Observations of volcanic subsidence have contributed to our understanding of the eruption cy-8

cle, hydrothermal systems and the formation of continental crust. Lassen Volcanic Center is one9

of two volcanoes in the southern Cascades known to have subsided in recent decades, but the10

onset, temporal evolution, and cause of subsidence remain unconstrained. Here we use multiple11

sets of InSAR data, each corrected using the North American Regional Reanalysis atmospheric12

model, to determine the temporal and spatial characteristics of deformation between 1992 -13

2010. Throughout this period all datasets reveal subsidence of a broad, 30 - 40 km wide region14

at rates of ∼10 mm/yr. Evaluating past geodetic studies we suggest that subsidence may have15

been ongoing since the 1980s, before which it is unlikely that significant ground deformation16

occurred. By combining multiple tracks of InSAR data we find that the ratio of horizontal to17

vertical displacements is high (3:1), and source inversions favour a point source located at ∼818

km depth. Time-series analysis suggests that the rate of source volume change may have varied19

over time. This source geometry and the temporal evolution of deformation contrasts to steady20

subsidence observed at nearby Medicine Lake Volcano since the 1950s. We evaluate possible21

causes of subsidence at Lassen Volcanic Center in light of tectonic setting and hydrothermal22

activity, and suggest that regional GPS measurements will be key to understanding the role23
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of crustal extension plus other hydrothermal/magmatic processes in deformation during recent24

decades.25

26

1 Introduction27

Observing and understanding ground deformation at volcanoes provides insight into the dynam-28

ics of the magmatic and/or hydrothermal system [see Pinel et al. (2014) and references therein].29

InSAR observations alone document ground displacements at >500 volcanoes worldwide (Biggs30

et al., 2014). These studies identify ground deformation such as: transient subsidence linked to31

co-eruptive volume loss (e.g., Okmok Volcano: Lu et al., 1998); cyclical bradyseisms, associated32

with the interaction between magmatic fluids and hydrothermal systems (e.g,. Campi Flegrei:33

Chiodini et al., 2015); and long wavelength, steady uplift, related to heat transfer and crustal34

ductility induced by deep magma bodies (e.g,. Sorocco: Pearse and Fialko, 2010).35

Lassen Volcanic Center (LVC) is the southernmost volcano of the Cascades Volcanic Arc36

(Figure 1 A) and the only Cascade volcano other than Mount St. Helens to have erupted37

during the 20th century (Clynne et al., 2012). LVC is also one of two volcanic centres in38

northern California known to be subsiding (Dzurisin et al., 1991; Poland et al., 2004), although39

whether this is associated with the eruption (e.g. withdrawal of magmatic fluids), the vigorous40

hydrothermal system, or regional tectonics, is undetermined (Poland et al., 2004). Constraining41

the onset, rate, and spatial characteristics of subsidence at LVC is therefore key to understanding42

the behaviour of the volcano. This has implications for hazard assessments, as LVC is located43

within a National Park, and lies in the path of major air traffic corridors, gas pipelines and44

power lines (Clynne et al., 2012).45

Geodetic surveys of LVC prior to 1996 consisted of leveling (1932, 1934, 1991: Dzurisin46

1999), repeated electronic distance measurements (EDM) and dry tilt surveys (1981, 1982, 1984:47

Chadwick et al. 1985), all of which showed no conclusive evidence of ground deformation (Figure48

1 B). However, an InSAR survey of the volcano in 1996 - 2000 indicated up to ∼10 mm/yr of49

subsidence over a ∼40 km diameter area centered 5 km southeast of Lassen Peak (Poland et al.,50

2004). This motivated a survey of 5 EDM lines using GPS in 2004, which revealed that line51

lengths had shortened by up to 145 mm since 1981 (Poland et al., 2004). Here we consolidate past52

geodetic measurements at LVC with a detailed InSAR survey between 1992 - 2010 to constrain53
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the spatial and temporal evolution of ground deformation. Using these results, we evaluate54

possible mechanisms of subsidence, and also draw comparisons with deformation recorded at55

Medicine Lake Volcano located 100 km to the north.56

1.1 Tectonic and geological setting57

The Lassen region marks the southern end of the Cascade volcanic arc (Figure 1 A) and the58

interaction between subduction along the Cascadia subduction zone and extension of the Basin59

and Range province (e.g., Wells et al., 1998; Hildreth, 2007). To the north and south of Lassen60

Volcanic National Park are the Hat Creek and Lake Almanor Grabens respectively (Figure 161

A), which are the westernmost structures of the Basin and Range in this region (Clynne and62

Muffler, 2010). LVC is also coincident with a transitional zone of the Walker Lane fault system,63

where horizontal stress is transferred from NW dextral shear in the southeast to E-W extension64

in the north (Janik and McLaren, 2010). Accordingly, motion on regional faults is seen to65

have a strike-slip component (e.g. Blakeslee and Kattenhorn, 2013). In addition to faulting,66

NNW trending breaks between Lassen Peak and Reading Peak have been described as a zone67

of tensional surface deformation, possibly related to a near-surface dike emplaced just prior to68

the 1914 eruption (Clynne and Muffler, 2010).69

Volcanism in the Lassen region has been ongoing for ∼3 Ma (Clynne and Muffler, 2010).70

The current manifestation of LVC began ∼825 ka with the formation of the Rockland caldera71

complex, and during the last 1100 years, three eruptions have occurred including the 1914 -72

1917 eruption at Lassen Peak (Clynne and Muffler, 2010). This eruption was associated with an73

erupted volume of ∼0.025 km3 (Clynne et al., 2012), comprised of a dacite dome and lava flow,74

dacite pyroclastic flow, plus phreatic, avalanche, debris-flow, flood and fall deposits (Clynne and75

Muffler, 2010), resulting in what is now known as the Devastated Area within Lassen Volcanic76

National Park.77

The LVC magmatic system has been interpreted to contain one or more small dispersed78

magma bodies in a larger, but mostly solidified zone of silicic magma (Clynne, 1985). This is79

comparable to the magmatic model proposed for neighbouring Medicine Lake Volcano (Dzurisin80

et al., 2002; Donnelly-Nolan et al., 2008), and is in agreement with seismic surveys that detect81

low-velocity zones in the crust, but do not identify a discrete magma reservoir larger than82

the detection limit (5 km diameter) (Clynne, 1985). Most recent evidence suggests that LVC83
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silicic magmas are derived from pressures of ∼145 MPa, equivalent to ∼5 km depth (Quinn,84

2014), and that the area of young volcanism is underlain by a zone of crystal mush that is85

too viscous to erupt (Klemetti and Clynne, 2014). Zircon age analysis provides evidence of86

mush rejuvenation (and remobilisation) by basaltic intrusions on timescales of 10s - 1000s years,87

facilitating eruptions of magma from within this otherwise cooling magmatic body (Klemetti88

and Clynne, 2014).89
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1.2 Hydrothermal and seismic activity90

Hydrothermal activity at LVC is vigorous, with steam vents, fumaroles, hot springs, and exten-91

sive alteration of surface rocks that has resulted in numerous landslides (Clynne et al., 2012).92

Geochemical and seismic analysis suggest that there are two separate hydrothermal cells at ∼593

km depth that circulate within the greater Lassen hydrothermal system (Janik and McLaren,94

2010). One cell is located within the Brokeoff volcano depression, feeding steam to Little Hot95

Springs Valley, Bumpass Hell, Sulphur Works and Pilot Pinnacle solfataras (LHSV, BH, SW96

and PP in Figure 1 A), and the second cell is beneath the Devil’s Kitchen (DK in Figure 1 A)97

area, recharged by precipitation that percolates via permeable faults of the Walker Lane (Janik98

and McLaren, 2010).99

LVC is also one of the most seismically active Cascade volcanoes, with the majority of100

events occurring at depths <7 km in three N-S elongate zones (the west, middle and east101

clusters) (Humphrey and McLaren, 1995) (Figure 1 A). Overall approximately 25% of events102

are attributed to the hydrothermal system (Klein, 1979; Walter et al., 1984), and the base of103

the hydrothermal system is thought to be coincident with a zone of persistent seismicity at 4 - 5104

km depth (Ingebritsen et al., 2015). Seismicity in the east cluster also the result of motion along105

faults of the Walker Lane (McLaren and Janik, 1996), and deeper events (7 - 10 km depth) that106

occur beneath Devil’s Kitchen (DK Figure 1 A) correlate with local fault orientations (Janik and107

McLaren, 2010). Three vigorous earthquake sequences, with events up to Mw 5.5, occurred in108

1936, 1945 - 1947, and 1950, and were attributed to approximately east-west extension localised109

on Basin and Range normal faults at the southern boundary of Lassen Volcanic National Park110

(Norris et al., 1997). The most recent earthquake swarm in November 2014 is attributed to111

upward migration of hydrothermal fluids, and includes a Mw 3.85 earthquake, the largest event112

within 30 km of Lassen Peak in >60 years (Ingebritsen et al., 2015). Changes in permeability113

induced by this event are thought to have caused a two-fold increase in hydrothermal outflow114

from a localised hydrothermal aquifer at Growler/Morgan Hot Springs (GH and MH in Figure115

1 A) (Ingebritsen et al., 2015). Long period (LP) earthquakes (associated with the movement116

of magma at depth and magmatic/hydrothermal interactions) are also common at LVC. These117

events typically occur in clusters in a region 5 - 8 km west of Lassen Peak at depths of 13 - 23118

km (Pitt et al., 2002). Between 2003 - 2011 an average of 11 LP earthquakes were detected per119

year (A.M. Pitt, unpublished data in Clynne et al. 2012).120
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Table 1: Interferograms (igrams) used in this study and for stacking

Dataset Stack

Satellite Track Mode Igrams Span Igrams Span

ERS - 1/2 70 Descending 55 Jun 1992 - Sep 2000 36 Jun 1992 - Sep 2000
ENVISAT 435 Ascending 82 May 2004 - Aug 2010 25 Aug 2004 - Aug 2010
ENVISAT 342 Descending 104 Nov 2005 - Oct 2010 34 Jul 2005 - Sep 2010

ALOS 163 Ascending 16 Mar 2007 - Nov 2010 9 Sep 2007 - Nov 2010

2 Methods121

2.1 InSAR data and processing122

We investigate subsidence at LVC using 4 sets of InSAR data spanning 1992 - 2010 (Table123

1: Figure 1 B). The first dataset is from European Space Agency C-band satellite ERS - 1/2124

descending track 70, and includes the scenes used by Poland et al. (2004). In total we successfully125

form 55 ERS - 1/2 interferograms spanning summer (snow-free) months between 1992 - 2000. We126

also use imagery from the European Space Agency C-band satellite ENVISAT ascending track127

435 (82 interferograms) and descending track 342 (104 interferograms), spanning 2004 - 2010,128

plus imagery from the JAXA satellite ALOS ascending track 163 (16 interferograms) covering129

2007 - 2010. All interferograms were processed using JPL/Caltech software ROI PAC (Rosen130

et al., 2004), filtered using a power spectrum filter (Goldstein and Werner, 1998), unwrapped131

using a branch-cut algorithm at 16 looks (Goldstein and Werner, 1988) and down-sampled to a132

final resolution of ∼300 m (e.g., Jónsson et al., 2002). Orbital errors were removed using linear133

ramps (Biggs et al., 2007; Gourmelen et al., 2010), and topographically-correlated atmospheric134

artifacts were reduced using the North American Regional Reanalysis atmospheric model as135

described in Parker et al. (2015). Interferograms were processed and analyzed in the original136

frames and then cropped to the overlapping region. Multi temporal analysis was then used137

to combine information from many interferograms, increasing the signal to noise ratio of the138

datasets and allowing us to investigate the evolution of deformation over time.139

2.2 Stacking140

Visual inspection of interferograms reveals that the deformation signal is spatially consistent over141

the observation period. We therefore use stacking to first investigate the location and spatial142
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extent of subsidence. Interferograms were selected for stacking based upon the criteria described143

by Parker et al. (2014), whereby analysis of the coherence and noise properties of each dataset144

are used to set selection thresholds (Figure 2). For the ENVISAT and ALOS datasets we select145

interferograms that have coherence >80% and σ <15 mm, where σ is interferogram standard146

deviation calculated using covariance analysis (Hanssen, 2001). We use lower thresholds of σ <5147

mm, and coherence >30% for ERS - 1/2 as we find that 70% of interferograms in this dataset148

are <50% coherent (Figure 2 A). The resulting data subsets (Table 1) contain 36 ERS - 1/2149

descending track interfergrams (June 1992 - September 2000); 25 ENVISAT ascending track in-150

terferograms (August 2004 - August 2010); 34 ENVISAT descending track interferograms (July151

2007 - September 2010); and 9 ascending track ALOS interferograms (September 2007 - Novem-152

ber 2010). Stacks were then produced for all pixels that are coherent in >2 interferograms by153

summing together the displacements from all interferograms coherent at each pixel, and dividing154

by the total duration of the constituent interferograms. Measurements were then referenced to155

a far-field, non-deforming region.156

Using the results of stacking, we solve for the horizontal (eastward) and vertical components157

of the deformation field, u = (uE , uZ)T , by combining data from different satellite look directions158

(e.g., Fialko et al., 2001b; Wright et al., 2004b; Biggs et al., 2009b; Samsonov and d’Oreye, 2012).159

We do not solve for N - S motion, as the satellite line of sight (LOS) is least sensitive to this160

component. We use stacks calculated for ENVISAT ascending and descending tracks, each of161

which records displacements in a different LOS. In each case, the LOS is described by the satellite162

unit look vector, l, and the LOS displacements, dLOS , are equal to the product of the satellite163

unit look vector and the vector components of displacement:164

dLOS =

(
−cosφsinθ cosθ

)
.

uE
uZ

 , (1)

where θ is the look angle of the satellite at each pixel and φ is the heading direction of the satellite165

(Wright et al., 2004b). The horizontal and vertical components of motion may be calculated166

using D = Lu, where D is the line of sight interferogram displacement for each dataset, and167

L is a matrix containing the look vector for each dataset. The inversion is weighted using a168

covariance matrix containing the mean value of σ for each dataset, which allows us to calculate169

the error of each displacement component (Wright et al., 2004b).170
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2.3 Source modeling171

The results of stacking were used to carry out analytical source modeling, providing first order172

constraints upon the geometry and depth of the deformation source. Although these models173

are an oversimplification of the real earth and do not account for heterogeneities in crustal174

structure or rheology, they are a valuable first step in understanding the cause of subsidence175

(e.g., Dzurisin, 2007; Segall, 2010). Such models can be used to distinguish between shallow- and176

deep-seated deformation mechanisms e.g., hydrothermal system depressurisation verses magma177

cooling (e.g. Mann and Freymueller, 2003); and to differentiate between vertical or horizontally178

elongate geometries, which may be used to shed light on mechanisms of magma transport and179

emplacement (e.g., Bagnardi et al., 2013). This simple modeling approach also provides a useful180

mode of comparison with ground deformation at other volcanoes.181

We use the ratio of horizontal to vertical displacements to guide source modeling as point182

sources (e.g., Mogi, 1958) or vertically elongate sources (e.g., prolate ellipsoids: Yang et al., 1988)183

generate larger horizontal displacements than horizontally elongate sources (e.g., rectangular184

dislocations: Okada 1985; or penny-shaped cracks: Fialko et al. 2001a). We downsample the185

data to an initial resolution of ∼450 m (e.g., Hamling et al., 2014), and the best-fitting source186

parameters are then obtained using a Monte Carlo type simulated annealing algorithm (Amelung187
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and Bell, 2003), which provides an efficient way of testing a wide range of source parameters.188

We exploit the fact that we have constraints upon different components of the deformation field189

and simultaneously solve for all datasets. The initial range of source parameters is made broad190

enough to ensure that solutions do not saturate at the parameter bounds. As the source models191

are non-unique, we investigate the uncertainties and trade-offs between source parameters using192

a Monte Carlo approach (Wright et al., 2004a; Biggs et al., 2009a). This is done using covariance193

analysis to create 100 sets of synthetic noise, which are added to the stacks shown in Figure 3194

before rerunning the same inversion scheme.195

2.4 Time-series196

Finally we calculate a time-series (e.g., Lundgren et al., 2001; Berardino et al., 2002) to assess197

the temporal characteristics of deformation. As measurements are made from multiple satellite198

tracks, we use a joint inversion technique that combines multiple sets of InSAR data (Biggs199

et al., 2010; Parks et al., 2015). In this approach, the observations of ground displacement200

are converted to incremental subsurface volume changes that arise due to point source pressure201

variations at depth (Mogi, 1958). The surface displacement at any point can be predicted by202

the three component LOS unit vector, l (Equation 1), and the three component displacement203

vector, M , predicted by a Mogi model (Biggs et al., 2010). For an observation point with204

location [x, y, z], M is equal to:205


mx

my

mz

 =
∆V

π
(1− ν)


x
R3

y
R3

z
R3

 , (2)

where ∆V is a volume change, ν is Poisson’s ration (0.25), R is the distance from the point206

source to the observation, and b are measurements of incremental surface displacement. We can207

then solve for the incremental volume change of the Mogi source, V :208

(la.Ma)Aa

(lb.Mb)Ab

...


V12

V23
...

 =

ba

bb

...

(3)

where A is a temporal design matrix documenting the epochs used to produce each displace-209
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ment observation (Biggs et al., 2010). The subscripts correspond to different InSAR datasets,210

each of which has a different LOS unit vector l. The solution is integrated to account for the211

different duration of each time-step (Biggs et al., 2010), and the error on each volume estimate212

is calculated during the inversion as the sum of the weighted root mean square (RMS) residuals213

for individual observations (Parks et al., 2015).214

3 Results215

3.1 Stacking and horizontal/vertical components of displacement216

Stacks show maximum LOS displacement rates of -9.6 ± 1.4 mm/yr (ERS - 1/2 descending),217

-8.5 ± 2.4 mm/yr (ENVISAT ascending), -7 ± 1.8 mm/yr (ENVISAT descending) and -11 ±218

5.5 mm/yr (ALOS ascending). The errors are estimated as σ/
√
N , where σ is the mean value219

for each dataset found in Section 2.3 (Figure 2 B) and is assumed to be uncorrelated between220

observations, and N is the number of observations (e.g., Parks et al., 2011).221

All stacks show subsidence extending over a broad (∼40 km) region (Figure 3 A-D). In222

ascending track imagery subsidence is centered on the middle cluster of seismicity (Figure 3223

B, D), whereas in descending track imagery displacements are centered on the eastern cluster224

(Figure 3 A, C). Similarly, displacement profiles taken at the latitude of Reading Peak and the225

longitude of Lassen Peak show that the longitude of the maximum displacement is offset by226

8 - 10 km, whereas the latitude of the maximum displacement is the same between ascending227

and descending datasets (Figure 3 E). As InSAR data are acquired from a side-looking satellite228

platform, the eastward component of deformation is positive (towards satellite) for a descending229

orbit and negative (away from satellite) for an ascending orbit (e.g., Rosen et al., 2000), and230

this difference is therefore likely to be due to a component of east - west motion (e.g., Hooper231

et al., 2007).232

Combining ascending and descending ENVISAT stacks using Equation 1, we find that the233

maximum horizontal (eastward) displacements at LVC are ∼10 - 15 mm/yr in magnitude, and234

maximum vertical displacements are ∼5 - 10 mm/yr (Figure 4 A, B). The ratio of horizontal to235

vertical displacements may therefore be up to 3:1. Displacement profiles show that the maximum236

vertical displacements, and the change from positive to negative horizontal displacements (i.e.237

eastward to westward movement), occur SE of Lassen Peak at the latitude of Reading Peak238
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(Figure 4 C, D). Whilst the vertical displacements are focussed in the vicinity of Lassen and239

Reading Peaks, the horizontal component of motion extends over a broader region to the north240

and south (Figure 4 A, B). Drawing an additional profile south of LVC (Figure 4 E, F) we observe241

up to ∼7 mm/yr of horizontal motion. However, west of LVC displacements are eastward242

and east of LVC displacements are westward, which is opposite to the direction of tectonic243

extension in the region. This signal may be a result of residual atmospheric or orbital noise in244

the interferograms and we suggest that analysis of regional GPS is required to better quantify245

the magnitude of regional horizontal motion at LVC.246
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3.2 Best-fitting source model247

Given the ratio of horizontal to vertical displacements, we model subsidence of LVC using a point248

source and a vertically elongate (prolate) ellipsoid. A point source is parameterised in terms of an249

[x, y] location, depth and volume change (Mogi, 1958). An ellipsoid geometry requires an [x, y]250

location, depth, strength term, a plunge and trend describing the inclination and orientation,251

and the ratio between minor and major axes, which is able to vary between 1 (for a sphere) and252

→ 0 (for a closed pipe) (Yang et al., 1988). For all model geometries, the [x, y] location of the253
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Table 2: Best-fitting analytical source models with bounds from Monte Carlo Error Analysis
Source Reference Longitude Latitude Depth Volume change

[◦] [◦] [km] [km3/yr]

Mogi Poland et al. -121.47 40.46 11.60 -0.0070
[2004]

Mogi This study ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ?? ??

source is well constrained to be SW of Reading Peak and SE of Lassen Peak (Figure 5), which254

is in agreement with preliminary models presented by Poland et al. (2004) (Table 2).255

Through Monte Carlo error analysis we identify a trade-off between the depth and strength256

of the point source model (Figure 5 C). The best-fitting point source model is located at 8.3257

± ?? km depth and predicts a mean rate of volume change of -0.00286 ± ?? km3/yr between258

1992 - 2010. This depth is slightly shallower than that predicted by Poland et al. (2004) (11.6259

km), but is consistent with a source located in the deeper part of the magmatic system. The260

RMS error for this best-fitting source geometry is 1.74 mm, 1.46 mm, 1.82 mm and 2.40 mm261

for ERS - 1/2 descending, ENVISAT ascending, ENVISAT descending and ALOS ascending262

datasets respectively (Figure 5 A). We test models of vertically elongate ellipsoids, but through263

Monte Carlo analysis find that the axis ratio term saturates at the minimum possible value and264

therefore, as the Mogi model provides a good fit to the data, we do not favour an ellipsoidal265

source geometry.266

3.3 Time-series of source volume change267

We have shown that subsidence of LVC is well approximated using a point source (Figure 5).268

Using the [x, y] location and depth of the source described in Table 2, we produce a time-series of269

incremental source volume change for the displacements recorded by ENVISAT and ERS - 1/2270

datasets. We choose to use all interferograms with σ less than the thresholds used for stacking,271

but time-series produced using all interferograms, or the subsets of interferograms listed in Table272

1 show comparable results (Figure S.1).273

The time-series shows that between 1992 and 2000, ERS - 1/2 recorded source volume274

change at an apparently linear rate of -0.0018 ± 0.0004 km3/yr (Figure 6 A), where the rate275

is calculated using a linear least squares regression and the errors are 95% confidence intervals.276

There is then a 4 year data gap between the last ERS - 1/2 acquisition in 2000 and the first277
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seismicity as in Figure 1. The blues line shows the outline of Lassen Volcanic National Park and
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ENVISAT acquisition in 2004. In the absence of other geodetic measurements during this period,278

we estimate the offset between the two sections of the time-series assuming that the 1992 - 2000279

rate continued linearly until 2004.280

ENVISAT data show that the rate of subsidence at LVC may have varied over time. Firstly,281

we find that best-fitting models to individual ENVISAT interferograms tend to require larger282

volume changes between 2004 - 2007 than between 2007 - 2010 (see examples in Figure 6 B),283

and the best fitting rate of volume change during the 2004 - 2007 period is ∼5 times larger284

than that for 2007 - 2010. However, using a segmented, rather than single linear regression,285

to calculate the rate of volume change between 2004 - 2010 decreases the R2 value from 0.56286

to 0.24 if we adjust for the increase in the number of degrees of freedom. We therefore prefer287

to use a single rate of volume change. Secondly, the best fitting rate of volume change for all288

ENVISAT data between 2004 - 2010 is -0.0014 ± 0.0003 km3/y. Whilst the error bounds on289

this measurement overlap with those obtained from ERS - 1/2 between 1992 - 2000, the result290

suggests a net decrease in the rate of source volume change at LVC. Overall we find that the291

rate of source volume change at LVC is low, occuring at a constant or slightly decreasing rate,292

but that between 2004 - 2007 there was a possible increase in the rate of volume loss. Further293

extending the time-series using GPS or more recent InSAR datasets will confirm whether the294

long-term rate of volume change has decreased in recent years.295

4 Discussion296

4.1 Onset of subsidence297

The available archive of InSAR data at LVC reveals that subsidence has been ongoing since at298

least 1992, but to constrain the onset of deformation we must consider evidence from earlier299

ground-based geodetic surveys. Leveling measurements suggest that between the 1930s and300

1991 there was no deformation greater than the uncertainty in the measurements (10 - 20 mm)301

(Dzurisin, 1999). However, the leveling benchmarks at LVC are located at least 10 km from the302

center of deformation, and the two segments of the line are orientated almost tangentially to303

the maximum subsidence signal (Figure 1 A). Taking profiles across the vertical component of304

deformation (Figure 4 B) that are proximal to the leveling line shows that, at the 2004 - 2010305

rate, differential displacements recorded along the lines would be on the order of ∼2 mm/yr. It306
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is therefore possible that deformation could have been occurring for up to 10 years before being307

observable above the uncertainty in the leveling measurements. If subsidence had been occuring308

at this rate for the whole interval between surveys we would expect to measure >100 mm of309

deformation, which is well above measurement error.310

Evidence from the EDM network is also somewhat inconclusive. Between 1981 and 1982311

Chadwick et al. (1985) found no evidence for deformation above the uncertainty in the measure-312

ments (±3.9 ppm). A net contraction of the network was then measured between 1982 and 1984.313

Chadwick et al. (1985) attributed this, at least in part, to windy survey conditions, but conclude314
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that they cannot rule out the possibility of slight contraction of LVC during this period. The315

EDM network was most recently surveyed in 2004 using GPS, revealing line-length changes of316

up to 145 mm (Poland et al., 2004). Instrument inconsistencies are likely to yield large uncer-317

tainties (magnitude unspecified in Poland et al. 2004) on these measurements, however this does318

support evidence from ERS - 1/2 that subsidence at LVC was ongoing prior to 2000. Overall319

the geodetic record at LVC clearly documents subsidence since at least 1992. Whilst the leveling320

and EDM measurements do not allow us to constrain the onset with confidence, both datasets321

permit deformation to have been ongoing since the early 1980s. The absence of deformation in322

leveling measurements prior to this suggests it is unlikely that LVC subsided significantly during323

the precceeding 50 years.324

4.2 Comparison with Medicine Lake Volcano325

Subsidence over decadal time-scales has similarly been observed at Medicine Lake Volcano, also326

located in the northern California portion of the Cascades Volcanic Arc. Subsidence of Medicine327

Lake Volcano is well characterised by geodetic measurements, including leveling surveys that328

began in the 1950s (Dzurisin et al., 1991, 2002), GPS (Poland et al., 2006) and most recently329

InSAR (Poland et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2014). These measurements show that deformation330

has been occurring at a constant rate of ∼10 mm/yr for over 65 years (Poland et al., 2006;331

Parker et al., 2014). Whilst the magnitude of deformation is comparable to that at LVC, the332

temporal evolution of deformation contrasts to the InSAR measurements in this study, which333

suggest that the rate of volume change (and therefore subsidence) at LVC may have varied over334

time (Figure 6). At Medicine Lake Volcano the vertical component of deformation is ∼3 times335

larger than the horizontal component (Poland et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2014), whereas at LVC336

we find the opposite is true (Figure 4). Consequently best fitting analytical source models at the337

two volcanoes are different, as measurements at Medicine Lake Volcano favour a horizontally338

orientated source (Poland et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2014) whereas LVC is best modeled using339

a point source (Table 2).340

Given the comparable magnitudes of deformation and proximity within the Cascades Vol-341

canic Arc, Poland et al. (2004) suggest that the cause of subsidence at the two volcanoes may342

be similar. Subsidence at Medicine Lake Volcano is thought to result from a combination of343

mechanisms including surface loading, combined with tectonic extension (Dzurisin et al., 2002),344
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and cooling hot rock beneath the volcano (Poland et al., 2006). Here we evaluate whether these345

mechanisms may be contributing to subsidence at LVC and also consider the role of the active346

hydrothermal system in the measured deformation. We do not consider the small 1914 - 1917347

eruption as a likely cause of deformation given the lack of significant subsidence between 1930s348

- 1980s.349

4.3 Causes of subsidence at LVC350

4.3.1 Crustal extension351

Both Medicine Lake Volcano and LVC are located in a region of tectonic extension, and focal352

mechanisms within the East, Middle and West seismic clusters at LVC are consistent with353

extension of the Basin and Range (Janik and McLaren, 2010). That extension is not apparent354

in displacement profiles drawn across the horizontal (eastward) component of displacement from355

InSAR (Figure 4 E) is unsuprising, as the magnitude of deformation is small (<10 mm/yr) and356

InSAR measurements are less sensitive to horizontal motion (e.g., Wright et al., 2004b).357

Gravity surveys at LVC reveal a low anomaly at 3.5 km depth plus a broad triangular low358

at >12 km depth (Muffler et al., 2009). Muffler et al. (2009) speculate that this reflects a pull-359

apart basin in the upper-crust and low density material at depth, such as intrusive rocks or360

restricted volumes of partial melt. Deformable, high temperature crust that has been subject to361

repeated intrusions may act to localise extension, facilitating subsidence of the overlying volcanic362

edifice as is inferred at Medicine Lake Volcano (Dzurisin et al., 1991, 2002). Similarly at Askja363

caldera, Iceland, viscoelastic material associated with the underlying extensional plate boundary364

is thought to play a significant role in volcanic subsidence in combination with changes in the365

shallow magmatic system (de Zeeuz-van Dalfsen et al., 2012). Ultimately measurements from366

the regional GPS network are required to quantify horizontal motion across LVC. In doing so367

there is scope to isolate the tectonic component of deformation and evaluate whether this may368

be occurring alongside other procesess to explain the apparent onset of subsidence since the369

1980s.370

4.3.2 Cooling and crystallization371

Cooling and crystallization of magmatic material has been linked to cases of volcanic subsidence372

that have continued over years - decades either at a constant (e.g., Aniakchak: Kwoun et al.,373
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2006) or slowly decaying (e.g., Cerro Blanco: Pritchard and Simons, 2004) rate. Seismic and374

petrological observations at LVC provide strong evidence for a magmatic heat source (Section375

1.2). This is in agreement with models of the LVC hydrothermal system, which suggest that376

hydrothermal features are located above hot, brittle rock, overlying residual magma (Janik377

and McLaren, 2010). The rate of magma cooling and crystallization required to sustain the378

ongoing hydrothermal heat loss at LVC is estimated to be 2400 km3/Ma (Ingebritsen et al.,379

2016). As magma cools a volume decrease occurs due to thermoelastic contraction, with a380

larger contribution occurring due to the difference in density between the liquid and solid phases381

(Lange, 1994), which is estimated to be ∼10% (e.g., Sigmundsson et al., 1997). For the rate of382

magma cooling and crystallization inferred at LVC, this yields a volume loss of -0.00024 km3/yr,383

which is an order of magnitude smaller than the rate of volume loss obtained through analytical384

modeling (Table 2).385

In their study at Okmok Volcano, Alaska, Caricchi et al. (2014) demonstrate the importance386

of accounting for solid, liquid and gaseous phases when using models of cooling and crystallization387

to explain geodetic signals. For example as crystallization progresses, changes in the rate of388

subsidence may occur due to the exsolution or re-absoption of volatiles. In both of these cases389

uplift would be expected to precede subsidence (Caricchi et al., 2014). We may also expect to390

observe uplift prior to the onset of subsidence due to the emplacement of new magma which391

then begins to cool (e.g., Seguam, Aleutians: Lu and Dzurisin, 2014). No observations of uplift392

at LVC have been made, suggesting that either any uplift that occurred in the 50 year interval393

between leveling surveys was cancelled out by subsidence, or that a now cooling magma body394

was previously in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding country rock. Alternatively the395

compressibility of the magma may have facilitated intrusion without causing deformation (e.g.,396

Mastin et al., 2009; de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2013). Further testing is required to assess the397

role of cooling and crystallization of subsurface magma in recent subsidence at LVC, but given398

the evidence for subsurface magma bodies from seismic imaging (Clynne, 1985), we suggest that399

this mechanism is likely to be a contributing factor.400

4.3.3 Changes in the distribution of magmatic/hydrothermal fluids401

Volcanic subsidence has also been linked to the migration of fluids from a magmatic (e.g., Askja,402

Iceland: de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2013) or hydrothermal (e.g., Campi Flegrei, Italy: Lundgren403
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et al., 2001; Battaglia et al., 2006) reservoir. Vent locations, lineations of seismicity (Figure 1404

A), and the distribution of hydrothermal alteration all reflect lateral structural controls upon405

the flow of magmatic and hydrothermal fluids at LVC, as faults and other zones of enhanced406

permeability act as conduits to shallow depths beneath the volcano (Rose et al., 1994). LP407

earthquakes also provide evidence of the movement of magma/fluids at depth, although at LVC408

these events are located further west of the modelled source location and the West cluster of409

seismicity (Pitt et al., 2002), (Figure 1 A).410

We may expect the downward drainage of magmatic fluid to result in an increase in source411

depth over time. For a Mogi-type source an increasing source depth may not be distinguishable412

from a decrease in the rate of volume change due to the trade-off between these model parameters413

(e.g., Figure 5 C). The InSAR data at LVC are therefore conducive to a deepening source but414

do not permit a rigorous assessment of this hypothesis. Similarly the depth of the subsidence415

source inferred from analytical models (∼8 km) is greater than the depth of the hydrothermal416

system (5 km: Ingebritsen et al. 2016), but this may be biased by the effects of broader, regional417

scale deformation associated with extension (e.g., Askja: de Zeeuz-van Dalfsen et al., 2012).418

Interestingly the possible increase in the rate of volume loss between 2004 - 2007 (Figure ??) is419

coincident with an increase in recorded seismicity in the East, Middle and West seismic clusters,420

all of which are linked to the hydrothermal system (Janik and McLaren, 2010). However, this421

increase during the early 2000s may be due, in part, to greater scrutiny of the seismic record422

(Janik and McLaren, 2010), and given the current modelled depth of the source, at this stage423

any link between the two is speculative.424

One possible trigger of changes in the distribution of fluids that would explain possible425

quiesence prior to the onset of subsidence is regional seismic activity. This is thought to have426

caused subsidence at hydrothermally active, previously non-deforming volcanoes in Japan and427

South America (Takada and Fukushima, 2013; Pritchard et al., 2013). In 1992 the Mw7.3428

Landers earthquake, located 840 km SSE of LVC, triggered 38 seismic events at LVC including429

a Mw3.5 event within 13 minutes of the mainshock (Hill et al., 1993; McLaren and Janik, 1996).430

Whilst the geodetic record is permissive of deformation commencing at the time of this event,431

in both South America and Japan ground displacements were 5 - 15 cm in magnitude, occurring432

within days (e.g., Azuma, Japan: Takada and Fukushima, 2013) to weeks (e.g., Caldera del433

Atuel, Chile: Pritchard et al., 2013) after the earthquake. This is at odds with the long-term434
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rate of subsidence observed at LVC, and at this stage it is difficult to envisage why deformation435

following the Landers earthquake would continue for decades.436

5 Conclusions437

Lassen Volcanic Center is one of only two Cascade volcanoes to have erupted in the 20th Century,438

but is one of four Cascade volcanoes to have exhibited subsidence during the same time period439

(Medicine Lake Volcano: Dzurisin et al. 1991; Mount Baker: Hodge and Crider 2010; and440

Mount St Helens: Poland and Lu 2008). Whilst not immediately linked to eruption hazards,441

volcanic subsidence is a frequently observed yet poorly understood phenomenon, and can be442

used to provide insight into magma storage conditions, plus other long-term processes related443

to tectonic setting and evolving hydrothermal systems. Here we have used the archive of InSAR444

data to add to examples of known volcanic subsidence and better understand the temporal and445

spatial characteristics of deformation at LVC. These measurements reveal that on the order of446

10 mm/yr of subsidence has been ongoing since 1992, and that the rate of subsurface volume447

loss may have varied over time. Whilst the magnitude of deformation is comparable to that448

at neighboring Medicine Lake Volcano, the ratio of horizontal to vertical displacements is quite449

different, favoring a point source located at ∼8 km depth, rather than horizontally orientated450

source. Key to understanding ongoing subsidence at these and other volcanoes is an assessment451

of the interaction between volcanic and tectonic causes of deformation. At LVC we suggest that452

regional GPS measurements will provide improved constraints upon the contribution of tectonic453

extension to subsidence, allowing a more thorough evaluation of the role of the hydrothermal454

and magmatic systems in ground deformation over recent decades.455
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